Macmillan English Grammar in Context
Bringing grammar to life
Michael Vince and Simon Clark

Offering innovative grammar presentations and practice, this three-level series incorporates contextual subject-specific examples into grammar practice activities suitable for use in the classroom or for self-study.

Key benefits include:
- cross-curricular content areas including: literature, science, geography, history and social science
- a CD-Rom offering interactive practice materials and a glossary of key content words taken from the Macmillan School Dictionary
- up-to-date English informed by the corpora used for the Macmillan dictionaries
- a focus on lexical grammar and collocations

It is friendly to all users, taking them step by step. The illustrations and texts are really awesome.

Dr. Somruedee Dej-Amorn,
School of Humanities,
The University of Thai Chamber of Commerce, Thailand

Reduced pages from Intermediate Student's Book
Language Practice Series
Practice made perfect

Michael Vince

Providing learners with thorough coverage of key grammar and vocabulary, this best-selling series ensures students’ confidence with language, from elementary to advanced levels.

Key benefits include:

- an interactive CD-Rom with each book for additional self-study
- regular consolidation units to check students’ understanding
- full colour design to engage learners
- a focus on word building, collocations and phrasal verbs as well as other problem areas of grammar
- relevant exam-style exercises at each level
- available in with or without key editions
- a Teacher’s Test CD provides a placement test and customizable grammar and vocabulary tests
Macmillan Vocabulary Practice Series
The words students need to know
Keith Kelly

Offering learners clear and informative definitions and practice, this series helps students understand subject-specific vocabulary by placing it in context.

Key benefits include:
- comprehensive topic-based vocabulary wordlists with easy-to-understand definitions
- contextual sentences that show students how and when to use appropriate terminology
- exercises that practise the vocabulary in context at word, sentence and text level
- straightforward diagrams to help understand and practise key terms
- an accompanying CD-Rom featuring model pronunciations and further practice with fun listening activities and interactive games

The Heinemann ELT English Grammar
Digby Beaumont and Colin Granger

Key benefits include:
- each grammar point is given a clear and comprehensive explanation, followed by a wide variety of activating practice exercises
- regular review units help check and consolidate students' progress
- a test section at the back of the book

www.macmillanenglish.com/grammarandvocabulary